Customer Journey Map: High Level Donor Experience

Donor Goal: To find the right cause to donate, with the right level of transparency in donation
allocation, easy to transact and provide the right level of updates on donation progress.
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Australian Charity
Snapshot (2015)

51,679

Journey Stages

*Note: This represents a high level customer journey for a donor for a charity organisation, focusing on public donations and volunteering programs.

1

AWARENESS

I feel sorry for the
victims of that
earthquake how
can I help?

Potential Donors become aware of the charity, cause and
tax benefits, and both potential and existing donors
become aware of an emergency occurring in the world.

That s an
interesting
cause. How
can I get
involved?

Can I trust
this
charity?

I just heard about this charity – what is it about?
I want to know more about what I can do to help with the emergency
I want to know more about the cause
I want to know how donation can impact my tax returns

2

RESEARCH

Potential Donors conduct more research on
the charity to get more information on their
conduct and their work, prior to committing
to any donations.

3

DONATE

4

Potential donors and existing donors commits to the charity, through either financial commitment,
volunteering commitment or both. Both paths will be tackled here, for both potential and existing donors.

I want to know more about this charity
I want to know more about what how I can help
I want to find out from people I know more information about this charity

MONITOR

I want to donate financially to the charity
I want to volunteer my time and skills for the charity

Donors monitor the progress of the charity and/or cause, see how they have
made an impact, and even receive their tax receipts. Overall, however,
Donors also have a chance to decide to become advocates for the charity.

I want to see what impact I ve made to the charity and/or cause
I want to get my tax receipt for my total contribution
I want to share my experience with others

Total number of recorded
volunteers in Australian
charities (2015)

Total number of registered
Australian charities (2015)

Number of charities by size
Small Charities (34,625)

67%
Medium Charities (8,268)

Objective and Touchpoints

2,966,157
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

I want to know more about this
charity

I want to know more about the
emergency and how I can help

I want to know more about the
cause

I want to know more about the tax
benefits

I m going to do more research
about the charity and even ask
them directly

I want more details about this
charity from my own social network

I want an easy registration process
so that I can start donating quickly

I want the process of selecting the
cause easy to do and understand

I want a variety of payment
options that are easy and secure

I want some flexibility in my
donations

I want the volunteering registration
process to be simple

I want all the volunteering
requirements to be simple and easy
to complete

I want to have a great experience
volunteering

I want all my tax receipts to be
easy to understand

I really like this charity – I want to
share my experience with others

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints

Touchpoints




Talk to people
from the charity

Call someone
from the charity

Go to the charity
website

Check out charity
social media
pages

Talk to people
about the
emergency

Go to charity
website for
news and how
to help

Call someone
from the charity
about the
emergency

Read about
the
emergency
on the news

Watch more
news /
coverage of
the emergency

Talk to people
about the cause

Check out social
media on news
about the
emergency

Research
charities
supporting the
cause

Read about
the cause in
the news



Watch
programs
covering the
cause

Research on tax
benefits on
donations

Ask people about
the tax benefits of
donations

Call someone from
the charity to enquire
about tax benefits

Check out social
media on info
about the cause

Talk to people
from the charity

Discuss with a
professional on tax
benefits (e.g.
accountant)

Call someone
from the charity

Go to the charity
website

Go to forums
Talk to others
about the charity about the charity

Check out charity
social media
pages

Check out charity
LinkedIn pages

Simple selection of donation
options
Explanation of where the funds
will go
Simple step by step navigation

Register online (fill Register through Single-sign-on
a person from the
(SSO) using
in details) via
charity
Facebook
website

Check out
Twitter on stuff
about the
charity

Single-sign-on
(SSO) using
LinkedIn

Check out charity
Facebook pages

Register over the
phone

Register through
a person from the
charity

Registration
online is simple

Easy to navigate
through mobile
device
(responsive)

Selecting
over the
phone is also
simple

Simple selection
process face to
face (with
explanations
consistent with
other channels)

Option for
secure payment
gateway such
as Paypal

Credit card
payments are
secure

Ability to select
when the
donation starts
(and ends)

Direct Debit
payment
available, with
authorisation

Ability to select
the frequency
(monthly, half
yearly, annually,
etc.)

Ability to use
social media
login for
registration

All necessary
forms and
requirements
clearly
outlined

Ability to select
from a specific
range of
causes, as well
as create your
own
Single-sign-on
(SSO) using
LinkedIn

All physical forms
and requirements
available

All instructions
explained and
forms sent (mail
or electronic)
A thank you
pack for the
volunteers

Volunteer welcome pack can
also include forms to be
completed (all pending the
completion and submission of
mandatory forms)

Register over the
phone

A message
from the
charity on the
volunteers
social media

Timely delivery
of the tax
receipt (mail
or electronic)

Regular
volunteers
receiving a thank
you call from the
charity or their
ambassadors

A postcard for
the donor /
volunteer to
send to others

Ability to get
all the answers
on the tax
receipt

A volunteer
Ability to share
acknowledgethe charity /
ment via
cause via social
LinkedIn
media

Give a
donation as a
gift to a friend

Large Charities (8,786)

I m not ready yet, I need to
educate myself more and become
more aware

C1.01
Views an
advert for
the charity

Government Grants
41.4%

$134.5
billion
Total income for charities
registered to Australian
Charities and Not-forprofits Commission (2015)

C1.02
Engage with
a direct
acquisition
team
member

Become
aware of
the charity

Donations and Bequests
8.3%

I don t trust
it enough

C1.04
Learn more
about the
history of the
charity

C1.05
Learn more
about the
work they do

C2.02
Enquire
about fund
allocation

Yes, the charity
Is trustworthy

Customer Journey

I have
become
aware of
the
following

Become
aware of
the
emergency

C1.09
Understand
the impact
on victims

C1.08
Engage with
others on the
emergency

C1.10
Understand
the aid they
need

Become
aware of
the cause

Yes, I should

Moment of
truth

C1.13
Learn about
the vision of
the cause

C1.14
Learn about
the mission of
the cause

C1.15
Learn about
the track
record of the
cause

Yes

Should I
donate to this
charity?

No, the
registration
process
was poor

Get more
info on
the
charity

C3.01
Provide
contact
details

Register
as a new
donor

C3.02
Agree to
terms and
conditions

No, the
donation
process
was poor

Yes
Do I have
enough info on
the charity?

Should I
donate to this
charity?

Moment of
truth

Moment of
truth

Yes, I m going to donate

C3.07
Provide
payment
option
details

C3.06
Choose the
amount to
donate

C3.08
Select
frequency
option

Choose
either or
both
donation
paths

No, the
registration
process
was bad

C2.07
Enquire
about
volunteering
options

Is the cause
worthwhile?

Moment of
truth

Research
on social
media

C1.16
Engage with
others on the
tax benefits

Should I switch
to regular
donations?

Moment of
truth

Moment of
truth

C3.13
Select the
volunteering
program

Receive
EOFY tax
receipt

No, I don t
want to
continue

Do I want to
stick with this
charity?

C3.22
Review
reasons for
return

C3.15
Download
mandatory
forms

Do I still want
to submit the
forms?

C3.16
Complete
and submit
forms

C3.14
Select
volunteering
commitment

C4.04
Receive
information
on progress

C4.05
Receive info
on account

Not at this
time

C4.06
Receive total
amount
donated

Monitor
my
charity

Moment of
truth

Receive
thanks
from
charity

C4.07
Receive
thank you
message

C4.08
Receive
loyalty
rewards

Receive
info on
upcoming
campaigns

C4.09
Receive info
about
campaign

C4.10
Receive
targets and
plans

Not at this
time

Yes

C4.12
Recommend
the charity to
others

Do I want to
continue
donating to this
charity?
Moment of
truth

Yes

Yes, and I want to monitor
the charity

Yes

No

Not now but
maybe
some day

C3.17
Receive
Welcome Kit

No forms required

C3.18
Commence
Volunteering

C3.19
Finish
volunteering

Are there any
mandatory
forms
required?

Moment of
truth

C2.09
Check out
any issues
with the
charity

Yes, I do

Moment of
truth

Do I still
proceed with
this?

C4.03
Receive
information
on funds
allocated

C4.02
Receive
progress on
cause

Do I want to
recommend
this charity to
others?

Moment of
truth

Yes, forms required

C3.12
Register
additional
details
required

Get
progress
updates

C4.01
Receive
information
on charity

Not now
but maybe
one day

Are there any
issues with the
forms?

Volunteer
C2.08
Enquire
about
people s
experience

Should I stay
with this
charity?

C3.09
Provide
authorisation
for regular
debit

No, this
process is
too
onerous

C2.06
Enquire
about
donation
options

Yes, it is
worthwhile

C3.11
Receive
receipt and
thank you
note

C3.21
Receive
receipt of
contributions
to date

Yes, I think
I should donate
more regularly

Yes, continue
with donation

Begin
donation
process

C3.10
Finalise
donation

Finalise the
donation?

Moment of
truth

Continue with
donation?

C3.20
Request to
stop
donations

No, it hasn t
been a
great
experience

One off or
recurring
donation?

C3.05
Choose to
donate to an
emergency

Moment of
truth

C2.05
Enquire
about the
charity
mission

Moment of
truth

No, I don t
want to
donate to
this charity

No and I m
not
continuing

C2.04
Enquire
about
charity
credentials

Yes, I ve done my research
and I want to donate

Others
more
important

C1.12
Engage with
others on the
cause

Become
aware of
tax benefits

Employees expenses

Do I have the
budget for the
donations?

Moment of
truth

C1.11
Engage with
a channel
explaining
the cause

Increase in corporate
donations from 2007 to
2013 (2)

Should I help
with this
emergency?

Yes, but I need
more
information

Get in
touch with
the
charity

C3.04
Choose to
donate to a
cause

Donate
money

C2.03
Enquire
about the
charity
structure

I have
other
competing
priorities

No budget

Others are
in more
need

C1.07
Engage with
a channel
covering the
emergency

$635m to $863m

Increase in donations from
Australians for a period of
26 months until August
2015 (2)

C2.01
Enquire
about the
charity
history

C1.03
Engage with
someone
about the
charity

50.3%

C3.03
Choose to
donate to
charity
operations

Do I believe in
this charity?

Other Income and Revenue

15%

Do I want to
keep
volunteering?

C4.11
Receive info
on how to
help

No, I didn t
like the
experience

Moment of
truth

Yes, let s do it again!

($69 billion)

56.2%

Grants and donations
4.5% ($5.5 billion)

Other
39.3%

($48.3 billion)

Improvement of the donor experience may help identify
areas of potential efficiencies that could result in a
reduction in cost / expenses.

Customer
Behaviour Data

Total expenses for
charities registered to
Australian Charities and
Not-for-profits
Commission (2015)

C1.06
Learn more
about their
credentials

Moment of
truth

Improvement of the donor experience may result in an
increase in Donations and Bequests.

$122.8
billion

No, I need more information
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Customer Sentiment



#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

#11

#12

#13

#14

#15

I want to know more about this
charity

I want to know more about the
emergency and how I can help

I want to know more about the
cause

I want to know more about the tax
benefits

I m going to do more research
about the charity and even ask
them directly

I want more details about this
charity from my own social network

I want an easy registration process
so that I can start donating quickly

I want the process of selecting the
cause easy to do and understand

I want a variety of payment
options that are easy and secure

I want some flexibility in my
donations

I want the volunteering registration
process to be simple

I want all the volunteering
requirements to be simple and easy
to complete

I want to have a great experience
volunteering

I want all my tax receipts to be
easy to understand

I really like this charity – I want to
share my experience with others

Data on the number of queries regarding the
cause via phone
Data on the number of queries regarding the
cause via face to face
Data on the number of queries regarding the
cause via website
Data on the number of queries regarding the
cause via social media
Length of time spent on each channel asking
about the cause
Satisfaction rates based on how well the
customer can get information on the cause
through their chosen channel



Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via phone
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via face to face
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via website
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via social media
Length of time spent on each channel asking
about the charity
Satisfaction rates based on how well the
customer can get information on the charity
through their chosen channel








Data on the number of queries regarding the
emergency via phone
Data on the number of queries regarding the
emergency via face to face
Data on the number of queries regarding the
emergency via website
Data on the number of queries regarding the
emergency via social media
Length of time spent on each channel asking
about the emergency
Satisfaction rates based on how well the
customer can get information on the
emergency through their chosen channel














Data on the number of queries regarding tax
benefits via phone
Data on the number of queries regarding tax
benefits via face to face
Data on the number of queries regarding tax
benefits via website
Data on the number of queries regarding tax
benefits via social media
Length of time spent on each channel asking
about tax benefits
Satisfaction rates based on how well the
customer can get information on tax benefits
through their chosen channel

Use this area to highlight Donors sentiment when they were researching
on the charity, understanding their cause, understand the tax
implications of their donations, etc.








Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via phone (by query type)
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via face to face (by query type)
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via website (by query type)
Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via social media (by query type)
Length of time spent on each channel asking
about the charity (by query type)
Satisfaction rates based on how well the
customer can get information on the charity
through their chosen channel (by query type)





Data on the number of queries regarding the
charity via social media (by query type) on
influencer accounts
Data on the number of followers on various
social media platforms (with categorisation of
existing customers and potential customers)
Data on questions about the charity in other
forums

Use this area to highlight Donors sentiment when they were finding out
more information about the charity, in particular their processes and
how the Donor could proceed to the next stage of the journey.






Data on the channels used for registration
process (e.g. usage data for traffic analysis)
Data on customer complaints regarding the
registration process
Data on the length of time it takes to register
(split by channel)
Data on any errors from registrations





Data on the length of time a user spends on
each channel to select the cause to donate
towards (split by channel)
Data on the drop off rates after getting to this
process
Data of complaints regarding the information on
the different causes they can donate towards




Data on the different payment options selected
Data on issues with payment details registration





Data on the selected donation frequency
(based on number of donors per frequency
option – e.g. once off, monthly, half yearly,
annually, etc.)
Data on changes between frequency options
made by customers (e.g. from monthly to
annually)





Data on the length of time it takes from initial
point of requesting details to become a
volunteer to successfully registering as a
volunteer
Data on the number of complaints around the
volunteering registration process






Data on the steps required to complete a
volunteering registration process (including how
long it takes)
Data on number of errors made with registration
(e.g. incorrectly filled out forms)
Data on industry standard (e.g. other charities
with volunteers)
Data on number of complaints regarding the
volunteering registration process

Use this area to highlight Donors sentiment when they engaged the charity, whether it was a donation (once-off
or recurring) or a volunteering arrangement. Also, focus on the pathways that lead them to the end game of
donation of volunteering – how did they feel about the process?






Data on the feedback on the volunteering
experience
Data on the tenure for all volunteers
Data on the main reasons why a person stays
in / leaves from volunteering
Data on likelihood of volunteers recommending
it to others.




Data on complaints regarding tax receipts (split
against all channels available)
Data on the volume of tax receipts sent







Data on number of re-share of posts by Plan on
social media
Data on number of posts mentioning Plan on
social media (e.g. hashtags)
Data on number of social media page
interactions
Data on number of supporters / donors who
reached a milestone tenure who is also on social
media

Use this area to highlight Donors sentiment when they have engaged with the charity and assess their tenure.
Ask questions such as: Why did they stay / leave? How can the charity improve themselves? This is a stage
focusing on retention and potentially increase in donations.

